
Introduction to Literary Criticism
Foundation Lesson – High School

Skill Focus

Materials and Resources
• Masterplots II for Short Stories

Lesson Introduction
This lesson allows students to “ease into” the reading of professional literary criticism. Using
published literary criticism as a model for student writing can also help students think of “what
to write” when they are asked to interpret literature in a composition. Teachers may choose any
grade-appropriate literary work analyzed in Masterplots to use as a basis for this type of lesson.
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Introduction to Literary Criticism
Foundation Lesson – High School

Read carefully the following selection from Masterplots which analyzes the short story
“The Most Dangerous Game.” 

Author: Richard Connell (1893-1949)
Type of plot: Adventure
Time of plot: The mid-1920s
Locale: Ship-Trap Island in the Caribbean
First Published: 1924

Principal characters:
Sanger Rainsford, the protagonist, a famous American hunter and author
General Zaroff, the insane owner of Ship-Trap Island
Ivan, the deaf and dumb servant of General Zaroff

The Story
The title immediately introduces the ironic implications of the story. The word “game,” in

the tale about two hunters, signifies both the competitive nature of their sport and the victims of
it. The most dangerous game is one in which the lives of the hunter and the hunted are equally
at risk, and this occurs only when both are men. Rainsford presumes that hunting is a sport
involving no more moral consequences than a game such as baseball; he further demonstrates
his naïveté by assuming that his victims, big-game animals, have no feelings. These two beliefs,
based as they are on Rainsford’s certainty that man is superior to animal, are challenged when
he encounters General Zaroff, who has pushed the same ideas to their inhumane limits in his
madness.

When Rainsford falls off a boat near Ship-Trap Island, he views the sea as his enemy and
the island as his salvation, despite the curious rumors surrounding the place. In the same way, he
sees safety in the chateau of General Zaroff. Looming unexpectedly over an otherwise deserted
landscape, the chateau represents civilization and Rainsford’s hope of a return to New York. 
The image of civilization is confirmed when Rainsford meets the general, who wears clothes
designed by a London tailor, drinks rare brandy, and serves gourmet meals on fine china. 
A man of refined taste, the general denies himself nothing, including the luxury of continuing
his greatest passion, hunting. Rainsford, a skilled hunter himself, is intrigued. What kind of
game, he wonders, can be hunted on an isolated island? When the general informs him that he
stocks the island with the only animal that can reason, Rainsford is aghast to realize that Zaroff
hunts men. This perversion of sport repels him, and he rejects the general’s defense of man-
hunting even as he is fascinated by the man’s madness.
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Zaroff’s insanity has a logic which parallels Rainsford’s defense of hunting big-game ani-
mals. Asserting that “the weak of the world were put here to give the strong pleasure,” Zaroff
finds justice in hunting the “scum of the earth.” Luring sailors and deserters to his island by
means of lights which indicate a channel where none exists, Zaroff imprisons his prey for as
long as it takes to get them into excellent physical condition. Most victims choose to be hunted,
because their only alternative is to be handed over to Ivan, who prefers prolonged torture to a
swift kill. Zaroff believes these men have no rights and no feelings; like Rainsford, he assumes
superiority to anything he can outwit and conquer.

Rainsford finds his assumptions shattered when his refusal to hunt another man with 
Zaroff turns him into the hunted. As he fights to stay alive for three days (the span of Zaroff’s
challenge), Rainsford feels the unreasoning fear of being trapped, and he saves his life by
copying the instinctive behavior of hunted animals. He comes to recognize the inherent unfair-
ness of Zaroff’s game, and indeed, of all hunting; with only a knife and meager provisions, he
must fight a man who has guns, trained dogs, knowledge of the island, and a safe place to retreat
for rest. Trying to use the island’s geography to his best advantage, Rainsford is ironically forced
to return to the sea, his former enemy, in order to delude Zaroff into thinking that he has commit-
ted suicide. The final scene takes place in the most civilized setting, the locked bedroom where
the general feels most secure.

In this last reversal of the plot, Rainsford refers to himself as “a beast at bay”; with nothing
to lose, having trapped the general, Rainsford knows he must commit murder or be murdered.
The scruples that prevented him from joining the general’s game in the beginning dissolve
under the imperative to defend himself. This encounter between the two, conducted in the
language of fencing, further confuses the distinction between sport and killing, civilization and
uncontrolled brutality. Rainsford’s victory, within the terms that the general has defined, may 
be no victory at all. He decides to sleep the night in the general’s bed and finds it comfortable;
the hunted has succeeded, but only by becoming like his hunter – if not as mad, at least as
morally suspect.

Themes and Meanings
Two ethical questions seem to dominate this story. First, what is the moral distinction

between murder and such forms of killing sanctioned by society as self-defense during war? 
To kill at all, the story implies, the killer must first believe in his superiority to the victim.
Rainsford’s belief that animals cannot feel and the general’s conviction that they cannot reason
provide convenient justification for both men in their lifelong careers as hunters. Yet the
smugness of their attitude is demonstrated to be dangerous to both of them. Rainsford is forced
to play the hunted and must rely on the instinctive behavior of animals to survive (indeed, his
vision of himself as a beast at bay justifies the murder of Zaroff), and Zaroff has been driven
into madness by the extremity of his sense that no animal is equal to his prowess as a hunter.
Rainsford, who fought in World War I and claims not to condone “cold-blooded murder,” 
has nevertheless learned to kill efficiently enough to fool the general and trap him in his own
bedroom. There is certainly a suggestion at the end of the story that any experience with 
killing – through sport, soldiering, or self-defense – contributes to the ideas that the victor
deserves to survive and makes the idea of murder conscionable.
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A second question raised by this story is how successful civilization really is at controlling
or diverting the instinctive, often brutal, behavior of man. Zaroff, who appreciates the cultural
opportunities of society (evident in his clothing, food, and the snatches of opera that he hums at
bedtime), has perverted the civilized convention of the game and sportsmanship to achieve
insane, self-indulgent ends. His idea that “life is for the strong, to be loved by the strong, and, if
need be, taken by the strong” is in some measure reinforced by the society that has given him
tremendous wealth and sanctions his passion as a hunter. Rainsford, too, is the moral victim of a
society which directs men to amuse themselves by intentionally risking death. The ease with
which he oversimplifies the world into the hunters and the hunted parallels Zaroff’s satisfaction
with a world consisting of the strong and the weak. Forced to play the hunted for a time,
Rainsford may learn empathy for the victim, but he never questions the dualistic thinking which
allows him only to kill or be killed. The story thus forces the reader to question the civilization
which assumes that man needs to kill, and at best will only provide him with equally brutal
alternatives to murder rather than insist on more creative responses to conflict. 

Style and Technique
The dominant technique of this story is that of ironic reversal. Not only does the plot contain
reversals that challenge the surface meaning of the story, but also the characters, with their
sometimes opposed, sometimes parallel visions of the world, establish expectations that are
ironically reversed by the end of the story. The style intentionally directs the reader to think in
terms of opposition: hunter versus hunted, strong versus weak, man versus animal, reason
versus instinct, civilization versus brutality. Yet these obviously opposed pairings disguise a
greater complexity; the world is not really arranged so neatly. To be successful, the hunter must
imitate the hunted, the man must act the animal, civilization must disguise its brutality. The 
final irony, that Rainsford conquers a murderer by killing him, is a last trick on the reader, who
has been led to believe that one of the values represented by half of each set of paired opposites
is better than the other. No such certainty is possible in a story designed to challenge the
conventional understanding of civilized behavior.
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Introduction to Literary Criticism
Foundation Lesson – High School

Use the Masterplots literary critique over “The Most Dangerous Game” to answer the
questions that follow.

The Story
1. In your own words explain the ironic implications of the title as explained in the critique.

2. Summarize paragraph two.

3. Explain how Zaroff’s insanity parallels Rainsford’s defense of hunting.

4. What irony is revealed in paragraph four?

5. What insight does the final paragraph give you into the changed nature of Rainsford?
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Themes and Meanings
6. In your own words, explain the two ethical questions discussed in this section of the critique.

7. Look up the words listed below. After studying the definition for each word, write an
explanation of what the word means in the context of the sentence in which it appears.
a. convention

b. sanctions

c. dualistic

Style and Technique
8. In your own words explain the dominant technique of the story as identified in the critique.

9. Why is the use of paired opposites often misleading?

You Be the Critic
10. According to the critique, the story is designed to “challenge the conventional understanding

of civilized behavior.” Does the story effectively accomplish this? Justify your answer.
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